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Posted on 01 November 2019 By John Janaro
A Personal Testimony Of Gratitude To God Who Has
Sustained Me Throughout My Confused, Distracted, And Often
Difficult Life From The Introduction Some Human Suffering
Can T Be Fixed Maybe Yours Is Like That, Or Maybe You
Have A Family Member Or Friend In That Situation John
Janaro S Been There In Fact, Still Is There His Struggles With
Debilitating Illness, Chronic Depression, And Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder Could Easily Bring On A Massive Case
Of Self Pity, But Janaro Has Found A Better Way To Live If
You Re Thinking Of Retreating Into Your Private World Of Pain
Or If You Know Someone Who Has Never Give Up Will Help
You See How God S Fidelity, The Small Wonders Of Daily Life,
A Dose Of Humor, And The Simple Kindness Of Others Can
Bring Light Into The Darkness
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Never Give Up My Life and God s Mercy was written by

I've Got Your Number

John Janaro a professor at Christendom College John
has suffered from depression, anxiety and OCD since

The Joy Luck Club

childhood and then ten years ago began struggling with
the debilitating pain associated with untreated Lyme s
disease On top of all that, his youngest child was born
prematurely and was hospitalized for months and
endured multiple surgeries.John is one that has
experienced a great deal of suffering in his life but he has
not turned his back on God His pain from Lyme s disease
can keep him confined to bed or he can go into remission
and go about life as usual but John never knows when
the pain will strike again Through it all John relies on his
Faith to get through each day He encourages others that
suffer to rely on God through prayer, the Eucharist and
His Mother Mary In addition, he has a loving family that is
there with him by his side during the good times and bad
it s evident that he and his wife fully understand the vows
of marriage.This book was a quick read for me because I
have to admit I skipped sections Throughout the book,
John intersperses many prayers that are written in poetic
form I do most of my reading on the treadmill and I just
can t focus on that style of writing while walking I do plan
to go back and read the prayers at a later time.One thing
that particularly struck me was when John talked about
being there for a depressed person He encourages us to
not give up even if we don t see a difference because we
are showing love through our time spent together and we
all need love.This review was written as part of the
Catholic books reviewer program from The Catholic
Company Visit The Catholic Company to find information
on Never Give Up My Life and God s Mercy.
Reply
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I read the Magnificat Magazine daily which is where I first
became acquainted with John Janaro s writing His writing
is beautiful and silky smooth never forced The format of
this book may not appeal to some people due to the
interleaving prose prayer chapters However, I found his
heartfelt prayers quite moving When I consider the effort
and length of time that this book must have taken to
complete, given his battle with Lyme s disease, the book
is quite extraordinary Anyone, who has battled chronic
pain, will recognize a kindred spirit, in this author who
carries the reader through his daily struggles and an
implicit theology of redemptive suffering.
Reply
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I would call this an inspirational read It was not a memoir,
though we are given some basics about the author s
struggles depression, OCD, Lyme disease There are a
number of lengthy prayerful reflections formatted kind of
like poems, interspersed throughout And this is definitely
for a Catholic audience Most Protestant Christians as
opposed to Catholic, Orthodox, and maybe a few
Anglicans would probably find some of the ponderings
and encouragements pretty foreign to what they believe
So, if you re Catholic, or very open to Catholic thought,
and a title like Never Give Up appeals to you, you might
want to check this out The title didn t draw me in so much

as knowledge of the author s depression and OCD.
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Especially toward the beginning, this is the best book I ve
seen on the spirituality of suffering as opposed to the
theology of suffering, which is of little help to its
spirituality He writes from a perspective of chronic
physical and mental illness, starting from personal
experience and making his way toward classic aspects of
Catholic theology, relating each to living with chronic
illness It s punctuated liberally with poems he s written,
which I presume are good if you like modern poetry, I
dunno I skimmed or skimmed most of them, but they didn
t detract from the rest of the book, soDefinitely
recommended for anyone struggling with chronic
anything.
Reply
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The worst part about this book is the title Never Give Up
sounds like a thousand other self help books on the
shelves Read the subtitle and you will have a clearer
notion of what Mr Janaro is trying to say to his readers Mr
Janaro is a parent of five children, an associate
professor, an author who lives with a disability Lyme
Disease and bouts of depression His faith keeps him
going and he seeks to give spiritual insights to others

who face suffering and we all do at the present or will in
the future Mr Janaro is deeply Catholic but his message
is for people of all faiths If you have read any of the
books by Joni Eareckson Tada, you will probably enjoy
this book as well.
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I loved this book, a little slow in the beginning but overall
a fabulous read John had some great insights into
suffering and it s good to know that even our groaning
during prayers is efficacious
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